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OBJECTIVE 

This lesson is designed for students to code a virtual online robot with motors mapped to keyboard 
key presses, making a virtual remote control from their keyboard input. This will enable them to 
drive and control the robot’s movement from their keyboard. Students will learn beginning robotics 
engineering principles, but the focus will be on coding a robot’s movements with connections to 
computer science concepts. 

GETTING STARTED
 
Getting Started Guide

If you are installing and using Unreal Engine for the first time, please complete the Getting Started 
Guide before proceeding through this activity. The guide includes instructions for getting the Unreal 
Learning Kit project files installed so you can successfully complete this activity.
 
You can find the Getting Started Guide here! 

LET’S TRAIN VIRTUAL ROBOTS 
LESSON 5: REMOTE-CONTROLLED SOCCER BOTS 

https://cdn2.unrealengine.com/getting-started-in-unreal-engine-hour-of-code-3c02e8672de5.pdf
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Lesson Intent 

We recommend all students go through all the lessons in order, so they gain a full perspective of the 
Unreal Learning Kit and how it supports both robot creation and coding motors/sensors in the Unreal 
Engine environment. 

The Unreal Learning Kit explores the concepts of robotic engineering using applied physics. While 
giving students immediate feedback on their coding and providing principles/coding language 
knowledge that they can apply to other physical robotic systems they may work with in the future.  

LESSON FIVE: REMOTE-CONTROLLED SOCCER BOTS
 
Introduction

Why Remote Control?
 
So far, our coding activities have been focused on robots that run autonomously, without any user 
intervention. It’s fun to see our code running on a robot with no user intervention. No doubt there are 
lots of laughs as these robots faithfully perform the actions given to them by brave and curious  
new coders.
 
Let’s create a new way to have some fun! Instead of coding the robot’s movements in advance, we’ll 
program the robot to respond directly to input from the user. By adding a remote control receiver to our 
robot, it can be coded to respond to any keyboard or controller inputs.
 
What type of robots are remotely controlled? Bomb squad robots, drones, rescue robots, and lots of 
different types of recreational robots.
 
Let’s create a remote-controlled soccer bot! GOOOOAAALLLLLLLLL!

Lesson Overview

Mapping Key Presses 

In this lesson, you will learn how to map the motors to keyboard key presses, making a virtual remote 
control from the keyboard input. This will enable students to drive and control the robot’s movement 
from their keyboard. 
 
Remote controls are used daily in video games, televisions, projectors, drones, model cars and boats, 
and many other devices. Using a remote control enables a person to quickly and easily direct an object 
to change its settings or move to their desired specifications. Developers must code the actions that a 
remote control will be able to direct.  

Our goal is to be able to drive the robot to move forward, stop, back up, or turn in any direction based 
on our keyboard inputs.  

The robot must have each motor control “mapped” to specific keyboard keys. The flow of code will use 
events to detect a keyboard key press and execute code that will turn the motors in a specific speed 
and direction. 
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CODING CONNECTION 

The main loop runs the program, constantly listening for keyboard input. Events are used to detect 
user interaction and generate an in-game response. Math functions will be used to determine the 
speed and direction of movement based on the key(s) pressed.
 
Let the games begin!

STARTING THE LESSON

Learning Concepts  

This lesson is unique because it is the only lesson in this Let’s Train Virtual Robots series that is 
controlled by the player. All other exercises are autonomous vehicles that execute commands decided 
by the programmer. Adding a remote control introduces a new type of programming challenge and 
new ways to create fun content. 

Understanding Remote Control Concepts 

Remote controls can be wired or wireless. Wireless remote controls can work via radio waves, infrared 
light, or other methods. The two main components are the user-side “transmitter” and the robot-side 
“receiver.” When the receiver gets a signal from the transmitter, it can be programmed to take specific 
action for each different input value. 

HANDS-ON EXERCISES

Exercise 1: Creating a Plan   

• In the Content Browser, navigate to the Content -> LearningKit_Robots -> Maps_Robots folder
• Double click on the L5 folder to open it
• Then open Map_5-1_RemoteControl by double-clicking it

Figure 5 - 1

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/lidar.html
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Look over the playing area and the robot’s starting position. 

• Communicate and plan (verbally or in writing) the movements needed to guide the ball into the 
goal with your vehicle

• Collaborate with other students as to commonly used remote control keyboard layouts
• Make a rough sketch with key names and labels of movements 

Understanding the Needs of a Remote-Controlled Vehicle

What vehicle movements should be controlled by the player? 

• Forward
• Backward
• Left Turn
• Right Turn
• Stop

 
What keyboard inputs should be used to control the vehicle? 

• What keyboard key would be the best selection for each movement?
• What set of keys can be used to control the robot easily with one hand?
• Since the W, A, S and D keys can be used to navigate the in-game camera, what alternate keys 

can be used to control the vehicle(s)?
 
What actions should be mapped to different keypresses? 

Go forward 

• Which direction should the robot move?
• How long should the robot move?
• What speed should the robot be moving? 

Go Backward 

• Which direction should the robot move?
• How long should the robot move?
• What speed should the robot be moving? 

Stop 

• Which type of braking should be applied to the motor(s)?
• How long should the robot stop?
• What speed should the robot brake at? 
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Turn Left 

• Which direction should the robot move?
• Which motor needs to be moving?
• What speed should the motor turn?
• How long should the robot move?
• What speed should the robot be moving? 

Turn Right 

• Which direction should the robot move?
• Which motor needs to be moving?
• What speed should the motor turn?
• How long should the robot move?
• What speed should the robot be moving?

Exercise 2: Adding a Remote-Control Receiver to the Robot 

Adding the remote-control receiver to the vehicle will allow our coding of the vehicle to respond to 
user inputs. 

Activity

Add the BP_Antenna (remote control sensor) to your robot and access the Blueprint coding area 
that allows the mapping of keypresses to specific actions. To get you started, we have included the 
essential vehicle movement functions in the BP_Antenna blueprint, including:

1. Move Forward
2. Move Backward
3. Turn Right
4. Turn Left
5. Stop Motors

Figure 5 -2
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To add the BP_Antenna: 

• Select (click on) the BPC_Robot_Remote on the field
• Open its Blueprint (in the Details panel, click on Edit, then Open Blueprint)

• From the Components panel, click Add component 
• Type in “bp antenna” to search for “BP_Antenna and click on the “BP Antenna” entry to add it to 

the bottom of the component list

Figure 5 - 3

Figure 5 -5
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• Click the Viewport to view the robot and the antenna we just added to the robot
• Use the Move Gizmo tool to place the antenna in the desired location. See Figure 5-5 for our 

suggested position

• Compile and Save.

Exercise 3 - Mapping the Remote-Control Keys

Receive Keyboard Input
Now we will set up the robot to receive input from the keyboard.

• Click on the Event Graph to return to the code
• From the “Event BeginPlay” node inside the Condition box, click and drag a white wire from its 

output pin to the right
• Type in “enable input” to search for the Enable Input function, then click the Enable Input 

function to create the new node

Figure 5- 5

Figure 5- 6
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Set the input to come from the keyboard by connecting a reference to the player controller.
• Click and drag a blue wire from the Player Controller pin to the left
• Type “get player controller” to search for and select the Get Player Controller function to add 

the node into the condition box

• Your code should now look like Figure 5-8

• Compile and Save. 

Figure 5- 7

Figure 5- 8
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Forward Movement Control with the Keyboard
To control the robot, it is important to first decide what motor control values are best for each 
movement direction: forward, backward, left, and right. 

Activity
In the following example, we will set the robot up to move forward when the user/player is pressing the 
up-arrow key and to stop moving when the key is released.

As a reminder, the functions to move the robot are built into BP_Antenna. You will only need to set the 
speed variable when telling the robot to move. 

What values should be used in the speed field?

If you recall from previous activities, we used positive and negative speed values to control the direction 
of movement. Since we have created custom functions based on the direction of movement, the speed 
in these nodes should be a positive number to increase the speed and a negative number to decrease 
the speed.

Determine the keys you will use to make the robot move. In this activity, we will be using the arrow keys 
to control the robot. 

Let’s begin coding now in the Run motors section of the Blueprint.
 
In the comment box labelled “Press Up to move Forward,” we will add the code to move the robot 
forward when the Up Arrow key is pressed.

Figure 5 - 9
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Adding an Event:

• Inside the comment box, right-click to bring up the “All Actions for the Blueprint” menu
• Type “up” to search for and choose Up in the keyboard events. This will add a key input event

• From the components panel, Click and drag the BP_Antenna from the list into the “Press Up to 
move Forward” comment box

• See Figure 5-11

Figure 5 - 10

Figure 5 - 11
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• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP_Antenna pin and type “move forward” 
• Select or press Enter to choose the Move Forward node

• The blue pin will connect from the BP Antenna node into the Target pin on the Move Forward node

We need to have two  Move Forward nodes total. This is because when we press the Up key, we are 
going to add speed to the motors, and when we release the Up key we will then subtract the value. This 
will make the motors stop turning. You will need to test to determine the speed that you will want to 
use. The values can range from –100 to +100. We recommend starting below a speed of 30. 

• Add another Move Forward node (you can repeat the prior steps or copy and paste it to place a 
second node in our box)

• Click and drag a wire to connect the BP Antenna pin to the Target pin in the second Move 
Forward node

• Your code should look like Figure 5-13

Figure 5 - 12

Figure 5 - 13
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Next, we will connect pins from the Up node to the Move Forward nodes: 

• Click & drag a white wire from the Up event’s “Pressed” pin to the first Move Forward  
node’s input

• Click & drag a white wire from the Up event’s “Released” pin to the second Run Motors node’s 
input pin

 
In each of the Move Forward nodes, edit the speed values to anything you like, using values from -100 
to 100. Just be sure to not leave its default value of 0. We recommend starting below a speed of 30. 

• Your code should look like Figure 5-14, but with your own speed values

• Compile and Save.
 
Test that the code is working:

• Click the Map_5-1_RemoteControl tab
• Play the game
• Click into the Viewport (this is very important to place yourself in the Viewport before pressing 

any remote control keys. If you did not click into the Viewport after pressing Play, your remote 
control key will not be activated, and the robot will NOT move even if your code is correct)

• Press and hold your Up arrow key on your keyboard, and observe if the robot moves forward
• Release your Up arrow key on your keyboard, and observe if the robot stops moving to
• Remember that you can press the Esc key to stop the program

 

Figure 5 - 14
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Debugging notes: 

• If your robot is NOT moving, check to make sure that AFTER you press Play, you have clicked 
into the Viewport, to actually be playing in the game field while you are controlling the robot’s 
movement with your keyboard key presses

• Proof your code to be sure you have entered values for the speed in each Move Forward nodes

Backward Movement Control with the Keyboard
 
We can use the code we just created as a basis to make the robot move backward.

• Duplicate the Up and the BP_Antenna nodes. (select them and press Ctrl+W) 
• Drag to place them in the Press Down to move Backward comment box

We can change the duplicated Up event to a Down event very easily. 
• Click to select the new Up node and look in the Details Panel (on the right)
• You will see a button that looks like a set of keyboard keys, (see Figure 5-16)
• Click this button, then press the Down key on your keyboard to assign it to the event

Figure 5 - 15

Figure 5 - 16
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• This will “bind” the pressed key to the event 
• For this activity we will be binding the Down key to this event

Next, we will add the Move Backward nodes.  

• Click and drag the blue wire from the BP Antenna output pin to the right
• In the “Actions taking a(n) Antenna Object” menu, type in “move backward”
• Click Move Backward to select it

• Duplicate the Move Backward node by selecting it and pressing Ctrl+W
• Position the second Move Backward node above the first node
• See Figure 5-19

Figure 5 - 17

Figure 5 - 18
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Connect the Move Backward nodes to the Down event.
• Click and drag a white wire from the Down event’s Pressed pin to the top Move Backward 

node’s input pin
• Click and drag a white wire from the Down event’s Released pin to the bottom Move Backward 

node’s input pin
• See Figure 5-20

We need to set a Polarity variable within the BP_Antenna as well. This will ensure that the motors run 
correctly when we want the robot to move backward. 

Let’s add the Set Polarity node. 

Figure 5 - 20

Figure 5 - 19
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• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP Antenna output pin to the right
• Type in “set polarity” and press Enter to select and place it

• Click and drag a white wire from the second Move Backward output pin to the Set Polarity in pin. 
• In the Polarity text box, type 1 to change its value to 1
• Edit the Move Backward Speed values to the same values you used in the Move Forward Speed 

values above
• Compile and Save
• Click on the Map_5-1_RemoteControl window tab, click Play, then click into the Viewport, to test 

moving forward and backward
• Remember to press the Esc key when you want to stop the game, and thus stop moving the robot

Left and Right Movement Control with the Keyboard 

Next, we will set up the robot so that it will turn Right and Left. 

• Duplicate the Down Event and the BP_Antenna (select both and press Ctrl+W)
• Drag to place the copied nodes into the Press Right to turn Right comment box
• Press Ctrl+W again to place another copy into the Press Left to turn Left comment box 

Figure 5 - 21

Figure 5 - 22
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We will set up turning Right first. Convert the Down event to a Right event as we did previously. 
• Click to select the new Down node in the Press Right to turn Right comment box
• Look in the Details panel (on the right), then click on the keyboard keys button (see Figure 5-16)
• Press the Right Arrow key on your keyboard to assign it to the event. This will bind the right 

keyboard key to this event
• See Figure 5-24

• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP Antenna node to the right
• In the “Actions taking a(n) Antenna Object” menu, type in “turn r” to search for the Turn R node
• Press Enter to add the node
• Repeat the above steps to add a second Turn R node
• Drag each node into positions to fit within the Press Right to turn Right comment box

Figure 5 - 23

Figure 5 - 24
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Connect them to the Right event. 

• Click and drag a white wire from the Right event’s Pressed pin to the top Turn Right node’s 
input pin

• Click and drag a white wire from the Right event’s Released pin to the bottom Turn Right 
node’s input pin

• See Figure 5-26

Figure 5 - 25

Figure 5 - 26
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• Edit the speed variable of each node
• Compile and Save
• Test: Click the Map_5-1_RemoteControl window tab, click Play, then click into the Viewport, 

then press the Right Arrow key to test the results
• Remember to press the Esc key when you want to stop the game, and thus stop moving the robot
• Edit if needed to adjust your turn speeds, and don’t forget to Compile and Save again

Now let’s set up the robot so that it can turn Left. Change the event to be a Left event.

• Click to select the new Down node in the Press Left to turn Left comment box
• Look in the Details panel (on the right), then click on the keyboard keys button (see Figure 5-16)
• Press the Left Arrow key on your keyboard to assign it to the event. This will bind the left 

keyboard key to this event

• See Figure 5-27
• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP Antenna node to the right
• In the “Actions taking a(n) Antenna Object” menu, type in “turn l” to search for the Turn L node
• Press Enter to add the node
• Repeat the above steps to add a second Turn L node
• Drag each node into positions to fit within the Press Left to turn Left comment box
• See Figure 5-28

Figure 5 - 27
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Connect them to the Left event node and set their Speed values as you did with the Turn R nodes.
• Click and drag a white wire from the Left event’s Pressed pin to the top Turn L node’s input pin
• Click and drag a white wire from the Left event’s Released pin to the bottom Turn L node’s 

input pin
• Edit the speed variable of each node

• Compile and Save

Figure 5 - 28

Figure 5 - 29
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Test that the code is working:
• Click the Map_5-1_RemoteControl window tab
• Play the game
• Click the Viewport
• Press and hold your Left arrow key on your keyboard, observe if the robot moves to the left
• Release your Left arrow key on your keyboard, observe if the robot stops moving to
• Remember that you can press the Esc key to stop the play, to stop the robot from moving 

whenever you use your keys or the camera from moving when you move your mouse

Debugging Tips: 

• Make sure you mapped the key presses to the correct arrow keys after making a duplicate of an 
existing event

• Remember to set values for your Speed in the nodes
• Your “Pressed” event should connect to a node with a positive speed value and the “Released” 

event should connect to a node with a negative speed value
• Make sure all your wires are connected properly by referring to the screenshots
• Don’t forget to click in the Viewport after clicking pay to activate the user input in the Viewport

Add Check for No Movement Control with the Keyboard 

In some cases, if the user is quickly pressing and releasing too many keys quickly one of the events 
may get skipped. A skipped event means that the robot may continue driving even though the user 
has released all the keys. We are going to create a special function that will make sure the vehicle 
stops when no keys are pressed. 

• Inside the “Stop Motors and Reset Speed Vars” comment box, right-click to bring up the “All 
Actions for the Blueprint” menu

• Type “event tick” to search for and choose Event Tick in the menu options. This will add an 
event tick to the Stop Motors and Reset Speed Vars comment box

• This code will reset all the movement Speed values when the assigned keys are no  
longer pressed.

Figure 5 - 30
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• Click and drag a white wire from the Event Tick execution pin to the right
• Type in “branch” and press Enter to add a Branch node

• Inside the “Stop Motors and Reset Speed Vars” comment box, right-click to bring up the “All 
Actions for the Blueprint” menu

• Type “get player controller” and press Enter or select it, to add a Get Player Controller event

• Click and drag a blue wire from the Get Player Controller event’s Return Value pin to the right
• Type “is input key down” and press Enter or select it, to add an Is Input Key Down event
• See Figure 5-33

Figure 5 - 31

Figure 5 - 32

Figure 5 - 33
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• Click on the Key drop down 
• Type in “any key” and press Enter, to set it to “Any Key”

• Click and drag a wire from the Is Input Key Down event’s Return Value pin to the right
• Type in “not boolean” and select it to add a Not Boolean node

Connect it to the Branch Condition pin.  

• Drag the Branch node further to the right to place it above the NOT node
• Click and drag a red wire from the NOT Boolean’s pin to the Branch node’s Condition pin
• Your code should now look like Figure 5-36

Figure 5 - 34

Figure 5 - 35
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Figure 5 - 36

• From the Components panel click and drag the BP_Antenna into the event graph to add a 
node to the right of your NOT Boolean node. (See Figure 5-37)

• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP_Antenna node’s pin to the right
• Type “Stop Motors” and select it 
• You will now have a Stop Motors node connected from the BP_Antenna node

Figure 5 - 37

Figure 5 - 38
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• Click and drag a blue wire from the BP_Antenna node’s pin to the right 
• Type “set speed” and select Set Speed A to place a node
• Click and drag blue wire from the BP_Antenna node’s pin to the right 
• Type “set speed” and select Set Speed B to place a node
• Arrange both nodes as shown in Figure 5-39

We need to connect the exe pins between the Branch node and the other nodes as seen in  
Figure 5-40: 

• Click and drag a white wire from the Branch node’s True pin to the Stop Motors Input pin
• Click and drag a white wire from the Stop Motors output pin to the Set Speed A’s input pin
• Click and drag a white wire from the Set Speed A’s output pin to the Set Speed B’s input pin
• You may need to drag a few nodes around to make room for all of the nodes within our box

• The entire code should now look like Figure 5-41

Figure 5 - 39

Figure 5 - 40
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Figure 5 - 41

• Compile and Save

Test the new code:

• Click on the Map_5-1_RemoteControl tab
• Play the game
• Click the Viewport
• Press and hold any arrow keys on your keyboard
• Observe if the robot moves in the direction you selected
• When you release any arrow on your keyboard, observe if the robot stops moving
• Remember that you can press the Esc key to stop the play, and stop the robot from moving 

whenever you use your keys or the camera from moving when you move your mouse
• Try using your WASD keys to move the camera around to enhance your view of the robot and the 

placement in the soccer field
• Note your observations

Exercise 4: Test and Refine Motor Values for Movement

With robots, adding more speed typically adds more challenges with accuracy and consistency. 
Evaluate the movement controls that have been configured. Are they too fast? Too slow? 

• Play the soccer game and try to get the soccer ball into a goal a few times.
• Observe the actions and the robot’s response to your keyboard commands.
• Make adjustments to your code as necessary.
• Remember to compile and save between each edit and replaying of the game.
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Activity: Notice that you can combine two directions, like forward-right, instead of just forward or 
right. They work independently and work when combined in the case of both keys being  
pressed simultaneously.  

Try driving your soccer bot again using different combinations of direction of movements. 

Challenge: Add a Robot for a Second Player 

When you have found control values that you like, you can duplicate the robot and set it to work 
with different key presses. With two independently controlled robots, you can practice some 1:1  
soccer matches.  

Objective 
 
Duplicate your working robot and map the controls for this second robot to other keys on the 
keyboard. See resources for a guide on how to copy code between robots. 
 
Play and Iterate  

When creating games, there is a lot of playtesting. What improvements would you make to your robot 
to make it more successful?

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES  

• Try making the robot faster without losing control 
• Modify the design of your robot to better handle the soccer ball.  

Tip: You can modify the robots with Accessories already supplied
• Add more motors to give a special control and map its function to keypresses
• Map a game controller to control the camera movements

 
RESOURCES 
 
Observation log – a blank one, and one for the Extension Activity

https://cdn2.unrealengine.com/observation-log-4b8c488ce203.pdf
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ASSESSMENT 
Rubric

Concept Distinguished Proficient Competent Developing 

Robot Design  
concepts

Can explain robot 
controls key mapping 
and how it works. 
Project  demonstrates 
use of key mappings 
in lesson, and the 
best use with the 
robot. Definitions 
of components 
are exhibited, by 
demonstration or in 
student documentation. 

Demonstrates use of 
key mapping with the 
robot. Full understand-
ing of robot components 
is indicated to teacher. 

Can make robot 
respond to key 
mappings, but does 
not provide meaningful 
understanding of 
key mappings. Basic 
understanding of 
hardware components 
demonstrated. 

No evidence of 
understanding robot 
key mappings and 
how they function. 
No understanding of 
hardware components 
demonstrated. 

Software  
concepts

Complex command 
combinations 
and project goals 
demonstrated. Can 
explain command 
groups needed for using 
key mappings, key 
mapping functions, and 
desired resulting robot 
actions. Commands or 
groups of commands 
are demonstrated 
by presentation or 
documentation. 

Student understands 
command groups 
needed for using 
key mappings, key 
mapping functions, and 
desired resulting robot 
actions. Commands or 
groups of commands 
mentioned in student's 
presentation. 

When prompted, 
Student has basic 
understanding of 
commands needed for 
using key mappings, 
key mapping functions, 
and desired resulting 
robot actions, but may 
not be presented in 
demonstration. 

No evidence of 
understanding 
commands and how 
they function. No 
inclusion or mention of 
commands in student's 
presentation. 

Coding  
concepts

Can debug code 
errors. Complex 
code combinations 
and unique use 
demonstrated. Can 
explain codes from 
most sections. Codes 
are included in student's 
demonstration or 
documentation. 

Demonstrates 
understanding of 
default settings, 
events, and conditional 
commands. Student 
references at least 
one of each command 
type code in their 
presentation. 

When prompted, 
student has basic 
understanding of 
codes, but may not be 
mentioned in student's 
presentation. 

No evidence of 
command codes and 
how they function. No 
inclusion or mention 
of codes in student's 
presentation. 

Real-world 
concepts

Has innovative ideas 
to create real-world 
uses of robots, coding, 
and movement. 
Demonstrates 
understanding and 
documents it.

Understands some use 
of coding, movement, 
and robot uses in 
real-world applications. 
Includes at least one 
example in student's 
presentation. 

Basic understanding 
of existence of coding, 
movement, and robot in 
real-world applications. 
May be explained 
verbally when prompted, 
but may not be included 
in presentation. 

No evidence of 
understanding real-
world applications using 
coding, movement, and 
robots. 

Challenge 
Activity  
(Remote- 
controlled 
soccer bot)

Completed a successful 
remote-controlled 
soccer bot. Documented 
attempts, trials, and 
successes. Express 
additional innovative 
parts or functions 
needed for a game 
winning soccer bot. 

Succeeded in driving 
a soccer bot with a 
customized remote 
control. Coded 
the necessary key 
presses to perform all 
movements for a soccer 
game. 

Demonstrates a 
beginning of remote 
controls to drive the 
robot. May not succeed 
in getting through the 
soccer course with 
all of the movements 
necessary. 

Did not create a  
remote-controlled 
soccer bot. Does not 
demonstrate ability to 
map key presses. 
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